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Usage Factor: background

Why usage-based measures?

• A growing body of reliable journal usage statistics
  • The burgeoning availability of reliable usage data for online journals has opened the door to usage-based measures of impact, value and status.
  • Since 2002 COUNTER has provided a global standard for usage statistics

• A complement to citation-based measures
  • Impact Factors, based on citation data, have become generally accepted as a valid measure of the impact and status of scholarly journals
  • Widely used by publishers, authors, funding agencies and librarians
  • There are misgivings about an over-reliance on Impact Factor alone
  • Online availability of content combined with the availability of reliable COUNTER-compliant online usage statistics, raises the possibility of a parallel usage-based measure of journal performance becoming a viable additional metric – the Usage Factor for journals
Who will benefit from the Usage Factor?

Four major groups will benefit from the introduction of Usage Factors:

• **Authors**, especially those in practitioner-oriented fields, where citation-based measures understate the impact of journals, as well as those in areas outside the core STM fields of pure research, where coverage of journals by citation-based measures is weak.

• **Publishers**, especially those with large numbers of journals outside of the core STM research areas, where there is no reliable, universal measure of journal impact, because citation-based measures are either inadequate or non-existent for these fields.

• **Librarians**, when deciding on new journal acquisitions, have no reliable, global measures of journal impact for fields outside the core STM research fields. They would use usage-based measures to help them prioritise journals to be added to their collections.

• **Research Funding Agencies**, who are seeking a wider range of credible, consistent quantitative measures of the value and impact of the outputs of the research that they fund.
Usage Factor Project

- aims and objectives

The **overall aim** of this project was to explore how online journal usage statistics might form the basis of a new measure of journal impact and quality, the Usage Factor for journals.

**Specific objectives** were to answer the following questions:

- Will Usage Factor be a statistically meaningful measure?
- Will Usage Factor be accepted by researchers, publishers, librarians and research institutions?
- Will Usage Factor be statistically credible and robust?
- Is there an organizational and economic model for its implementation that would cost-effective and be acceptable to the major stakeholder groups.

The project is being carried out in **three Stages**:

- Stage 1 (2007-2008): market research
- Stage 2 (2009-2011): modelling and analysis
- Stage 3 (2011-2012): further tests based on draft Code of Practice
Usage Factor Stage 1
- market research

Interviews with 29 key authors/editors, librarians and publishers; web-based survey of 155 librarians; web-based survey of 1400 authors.

Key findings:

• the majority of publishers were supportive of the UF concept, appeared to be willing, in principle, to participate in the calculation and publication of UF's, and were prepared to see their journals ranked according to UF

• the great majority of authors in all fields of academic research would welcome a new, usage-based measure of the value of journals

• UF, were it available, would be a highly ranked factor by librarians, not only in the evaluation of journals for potential purchase, but also in the evaluation of journals for retention or cancellation

• COUNTER was on the whole trusted by librarians and publishers and was seen as having a role in the development and maintenance of the UF
Usage Factor Stage 2
- modelling and analysis

• Real journal usage data analysed by John Cox Associates, Frontline GMS and CIBER
• 326 journals
  • 38 Engineering
  • 32 Physical Sciences
  • 119 Social Sciences
    • 29 Business and Management
  • 35 Humanities
  • 102 Medicine and Life Sciences
    • 57 Clinical Medicine
• c.150,000 articles
Recommendations: the metric

• Usage Factors should be calculated using the median rather than the arithmetic mean.
• A range of Usage Factors should ideally be published for each journal: a comprehensive UF (all items, all versions) plus supplementary factors for selected items.
• Usage Factors should be published as integers with no decimal places.
• Usage Factors should be published with appropriate confidence levels around the average to guide their interpretation.
• The Usage Factor should be calculated initially on the basis of a maximum usage time window of 24 months.
• The Usage Factor is not directly comparable across subject groups and should therefore be published and interpreted only within appropriate subject groupings.
• The Usage Factor should be calculated using a publication window of 2 years.
Recommendations: the metric

• There seems to be no reason why ranked lists of journals by usage factor should not gain acceptance.
• Small journals and titles with less than 100 downloads per item are unsuitable candidates for Journal Usage Factors: these are likely to be inaccurate and easily gamed.
• The Usage Factor provides very different information from the citation Impact Factor and this fact should be emphasised in public communications.
• Further work is needed on Usage Factor gaming and on developing robust forensic techniques for its detection.
• Further work is needed to broaden the scope of the project over time to include other usage-based metrics.
Recommendations: infrastructure

• Development of systems to automate the extraction and collation of data needed for UF calculation is essential if calculation of this metric is to become routine

• Development of an agreed standard for content item types, to which journal specific item types would be mapped, is desirable as it would allow for greater sophistication in UF calculation

• Development or adoption of a simple subject taxonomy to which journal titles would be assigned by their publishers

• Publishers should adopt standard “article version” definitions based on ALPSP/NISO recommendations
Stage 3: objectives

- Publication of a draft Code of Practice for the Usage Factor
- Further testing of the recommended methodology for calculating Usage Factors for journals
- Investigation of an appropriate, resilient subject taxonomy for the classification of journals
- Exploration of the options for an infrastructure to support the sustainable implementation of Usage Factor
- Investigate the feasibility of applying the Usage Factor concept to other categories of publication in addition to journals
Stage 3: the draft Code of Practice

The Code of Practice will be consistent with COUNTER and will provide:

- A list of Definitions and other terms that are relevant to Usage Factor
- A methodology for the calculation of Usage Factor as a median value, including specifications for the metadata to be recorded, the content types and article versions whose usage may be counted, as well as the Publication Period and Usage Period to be used.
- Specifications for the reporting of the Usage Factor
- Data processing rules to ensure that Usage Factors are credible, consistent and compatible, including protocols for identifying and dealing with attempts to game the Usage Factor
- Specifications for the independent auditing of Usage Factors
- A description of the role of the Central Registry for Usage Factors in the consolidation of usage data and in the publication of Usage Factors

- The draft Code of Practice was published in March 2012
- Publishers are being invited to prepare UFs using the draft Code of Practice
Stage 3: further tests of methodology and process

- **Issues tested**
  - 12-month and 24-month Usage Factor periods
  - Stability of UF for low usage journals
  - Stability of UF periods over time
  - Process for data collection and consolidation
    - Format
    - Metadata
    - Central Registry model

- **Scope of tests**
  - 25 subject fields
  - Ca 200 journals
Usage Factor: organization
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For further information
Access the full report on Stages 1 and 2 of the Usage Factor project, as well as information on the progress of Stage 3 on the COUNTER website at:
http://www.projectcounter.org/usage_factor.html